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Abstract. To support more effective biomedical information management, Semantic MEDLINE integrates document retrieval,
advanced natural language processing, automatic summarization and visualization into a single Web portal. The application is
intended to help manage the results of PubMed searches by condensing core semantic content in the citations retrieved. Output
is presented as a connected graph of semantic relations, with links to the original MEDLINE citations. The ability to connect
salient information across documents helps users keep up with the research literature and discover connections which might
otherwise go unnoticed. Semantic MEDLINE can make an impact on biomedicine by supporting scientific discovery and the
timely translation of insights from basic research into advances in clinical practice and patient care. Semantic MEDLINE is
illustrated here with recent research on the clock genes.
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1. Introduction
Access to online text is provided by document retrieval systems such as Google and PubMed (for
biomedical information). The underlying technology of these systems typically manipulates text strings,
perhaps augmented by frequency of occurrence and distribution patterns, and has remained largely unchanged since the 1980s [21]. Such systems have no access to the meaning of the text being processed.
In biomedical information management, for example, more effective language processing is needed to
support emerging applications, such as text mining aimed at task-driven extraction of facts to observe
trends [2], those that connect text and structured data [8], question answering systems [4] and literature
based discovery [24], which provides assistance to scientific research.
Automatic semantic interpretation (e.g., [7]) is intended to augment document retrieval systems by
manipulating information, not just documents, and thereby bridge the gap between text and meaning. In
the biomedical domain the Semantic MEDLINE application [14] exploits this technology to provide enhanced access to the research literature. The application calls on PubMed to return MEDLINE citations
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Fig. 1. Semantic MEDLINE processing.

in response to a user’s query. Semantic processing extracts relationships representing the meaning of
retrieved citations. After automatic summarization to focus on salient information, results are presented
to the user as a connected graph of relationships for further exploration (Fig. 1).
2. Semantic interpretation of biomedical text: SemRep
Semantic MEDLINE calls on the SemRep natural language processing system [18,19] to extract semantic relationships. SemRep inspects each sentence in input text and identifies some of the relationships
representing the meaning of the sentence. Semantic relationships are represented as predications, a formal representation having a predicate and arguments. For example, in Fig. 2, the predication “Genes
AFFECTS Circadian Rhythms” was extracted from the sentence “Clock genes are the genes that control
circadian rhythms in physiology and behavior”. SemRep semantic predications provide a normalized
representation of (part of) the meaning of a sentence and can be further manipulated by computational
means.
SemRep depends on domain knowledge in the Unified Medical Language system (UMLS) developed
by the US National Library of Medicine [12]. The UMLS consists of three knowledge sources: the
SPECIALIST Lexicon, Metathesaurus and Semantic Network [6]. SemRep exploits the latter two for
domain knowledge. The Metathesaurus contains a very large number of concepts compiled from an
array of knowledge sources in biomedicine, focused on the clinical domain. A Metathesaurus concept
consists of a collection of synonyms drawn from constituent vocabularies and terminologies. One of
these is selected as the concept name. Concepts cover areas such as diseases, physiologic processes,
drugs, anatomical concepts, organisms and population groups and concept classes that represent the same
areas are grouped into semantic types, such as “Disease or Syndrome”, “Pharmacologic Substance” and
“Population Group”.
A SemRep predication has UMLS Metathesaurus concepts as arguments and a UMLS Semantic
Network relation as predicate. In the example given earlier, both arguments (“Genes” and “Circadian
Rhythms”) are Metathesaurus concepts, and the predicate (“AFFECTS”) is a relation in the Semantic
Network that binds the two arguments in this instance. During processing, the underlined text is mapped
to the arguments and the italicized verb is mapped to the predicate. The MetaMap program [3], is used
to map text to Metathesaurus concepts. Each concept has a semantic type associated with it, as shown in
the following example:
Concept name: Genes; Semantic type: Gene or Genome.
Concept name: Circadian Rhythms; Semantic type: Organism Function.
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Fig. 2. Example predication extracted from text by SemRep.

Fig. 3. SemRep predications extracted from text on breast cancer. Predications outside the box are eliminated by automatic
summarization.

The UMLS Semantic Network stipulates relationships between concepts, stated in terms of the semantic
types assigned to Metathesaurus concepts. These relationships form a pattern for the semantic predications that SemRep is allowed to identify and extract from biomedical text. That is, the semantic types
of the Metathesaurus concepts serving as argument of SemRep predications must match those for the
specific relationships in the Semantic Network, such as one of the following:
Gene or Genome AFFECTS Organism Function.
Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure USES Medical Device.
Pharmacologic Substance TREATS Disease or Syndrome.
Body Location or Region LOCATION _ OF Biologic Function.
Disease or Syndrome OCCURS _ IN Population Group.
Disease or Syndrome PROCESS _ OF Organism.
SemRep extracts an array of predicate types in the biomedical domain. For example, the predications
in Fig. 3 were extracted from text on the topic of breast cancer, and provide information on various
aspects of this disease. The predications inside the box above are more informative that those below.
Automatic summarization [9] is used to eliminate the less informative predications. A major aspect of
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this processing is to use the UMLS to identify concepts that are too general to be informative, such as
“Patient” and “Individual”. Predications having such concepts as arguments are eliminated.
Regarding domain coverage, SemRep was initially developed for clinical medicine (the major focus
of the UMLS), and has been extended to genetic etiology and substance interactions [20], pharmacogenomics and molecular biology [1], as well as influenza epidemic preparedness [13]. Research currently
addresses extending the program to documents on public health and climate and health. Consideration
is being given to extending coverage beyond biomedicine, to biomedical informatics, which includes
practical application in the computer science domain.
SemRep has been run on MEDLINE, a bibliographic database of the biomedical research literature
compiled and maintained by the US National Library of Medicine, containing some 19 million citations
(1940s to present). 7.6 million citations (dated 01/01/99 through 02/28/11) have been processed and
more than 26 million semantic predications extracted. These are stored in an SQL database and RDF
triple store, and made available to the research community. SemRep semantic predications support the
Semantic MEDLINE application.

3. Semantic MEDLINE application
We illustrate the use of Semantic MEDLINE by searching on the clock genes, discovered in 1971
in fruit flies [23] and subsequently found in humans (and all organisms). Originally these genes were
thought to control sleep-related circadian rhythms only [16]. However, recent research provides insight
into their physiological consequences underpinning the etiology of a range of common disorders.
In creating and exploiting a graphical summary in Semantic MEDLINE, the first step is to issue a
PubMed query, in this case: “clock gene”. We limit results to the 1000 most recent citations, and apply
SemRep, which produces 404 semantic predications. These are summarized and displayed in a graph
of nodes and arcs representing arguments and predicates (Fig. 4). The nodes are color coded for UMLS
semantic type. For example in Fig. 4, diseases, such as “Metabolic Diseases” (about 10 o’clock in the
central portion of the graph) are pink; physiologic functions (e.g., “Homeostasis” at 11 o’clock) are gray;
and genes (“AANAT” at 1 o’clock) are mauve. Arcs representing predicates are also color coded. (Predications are read in the direction of the arrow.) For example cyan is used for the relation predisposes:
“CLOCK PREDISPOSES Metabolic Diseases” (11 o’clock); magenta for INTERACTS _ WITH: “CLOCK
INTERACTS _ WITH Phosphotransferases” (11 o’clock); and green for “AFFECTS ”: “CLOCK AFFECTS
Homeostasis” (12 o’clock).
The graph summarizes and organizes the content of the documents processed and can be exploited in
two ways: by taking advantage of both its informative and indicative aspects. In summarization theory,
“informative” refers to aspects of the summary itself, while “indicative” refers to the way in which
additional information is provided.
Inspection of the nodes in Fig. 4 reveals concepts central to research on the clock genes. For example,
the major genes (CRY1, CRY2, PER1, PER2, DEC1, ARNTL, ARNTL2 and CLOCK gene) appear in
the graph along with several disorders affected by them (tumor growth, Mood Disorders, Depressive
symptoms, Metabolic syndrome, Winter Depression). Underlying physiologic functions (Physiological
aspects, Circadian Rhythms, Growth) are seen as well. The relationships in which these concepts participate provide more specific information. For example, it is seen that CLOCK gene is ASSOCIATED _ WITH
(brown) Depressive symptoms (lower right section of the figure) and DISRUPTS (yellow) tumor growth
(right-hand section of the figure).
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Fig. 4. Semantic MEDLINE graph showing SemRep predications extracted from MEDLINE citations retrieved with the
PubMed query “clock gene”. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISU-2011-0627.)

More information is available by clicking on the arcs, which are linked to the MEDLINE citations from
which the relationships were extracted. This facility allows the user to investigate relevant phenomena in
more depth. For example, from selected relationships, three major aspects of the clock genes (as reflected
in current research) can be determined:
(1) The clock genes affect core aspects of physiology, especially metabolism.
(2) The clock genes can be influenced by various factors, including body substances (e.g., hormones,
cytokines), food and cognitive state.
(3) Disruption of the clock genes can contribute to the development of metabolic disease.
The relevant relationships are labeled in Fig. 4. Text in each of the abstracts from which the relationship
was extracted illustrates the corresponding points noted.
• CLOCK AFFECTS homeostasis (labeled “1” in Fig. 4) “The circadian clock controls energy homeostasis by regulating circadian expression of proteins involved in metabolism” [5].
• CLOCK AFFECTS Body tissue (labeled “2”) “This review will focus on the interconnection between
the circadian clock and metabolism, with implications for obesity and how the circadian clock is
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influenced by hormones, nutrients, and timed meals” [10].
• CLOCK PREDISPOSES Metabolic Diseases (labeled “3”) “Emerging evidence suggests that circadian clock function is closely linked to metabolic homeostasis and that rhythm disruption can
contribute to the development of metabolic disease” [15].
The Semantic MEDLINE graph supports the kind of patterns that underpin literature-based discovery
[22]. One such pattern characterizes closed discovery, in which a relationship A → C can be explicated
by finding two relationships, A → B and B → C, thereby providing B as a mechanistic explanation.
As an example, we consider cancer and obesity. There has been a longstanding and pervasive research
interest in the association between these two phenomena. The PubMed query “obesity AND (cancer OR
neoplasm)” returns 11,091 citations. The earliest is from 1947 [17]. However, until recently, potential
mechanisms involved have not been well understood. The clock genes constitute one such mechanism,
which is partly explicated in Fig. 4. We first look at the citation [11] from which the predication “CLOCK
gene AFFECTS Metabolic syndrome” (labeled “4” in Fig. 4) was extracted. The thrust of the research
reported is that “. . .obesity induced by high-fat diet alters the circadian-clock system. . .” and further that
“expressions of circadian-clock genes and circadian clock-controlled genes, including Per1–3. . . were
altered in the livers and/or kidneys”.
With that in mind, we next inspect the predication “CLOCK gene DISRUPTS tumor growth” (labeled “5”) and the citation [25] from which it was generated. The citation contains two statements that
implicate Per1 and Per2 in cancer: “Per2 is a core clock gene, the product of which suppresses cancer
cell proliferation and tumor growth in vivo and in vitro”. And “Down-regulation of the expression of
tumor Per1 increases cancer cell growth in vitro and tumor growth in vivo. . .”. Taken together, these two
citations provide the clock genes as a mechanistic link (B) for the observed relationship between cancer
and obesity (A → C). Although this is not an actual discovery, it illustrates the kind of methodology
Semantic MEDLINE supports as a resource for biomedical researchers.

4. Conclusion
Emerging applications in biomedical information management require more expressive text analysis
than that provided by available document retrieval systems. Semantic MEDLINE provides enhanced
access to the biomedical research literature by combining PubMed document retrieval, semantic relationships, and automatic summarization. Results are presented to the user in a graph representing an
overview of content with links to source documents. The core technology for this application is the
SemRep natural language processing system, which extracts semantic information from biomedical text,
supported by domain knowledge in the Unified Medical Language system. Semantic MEDLINE usage
is illustrated with recent research literature on the clock genes, showing the value of this system for
keeping abreast of research trends and suggesting the possibility of exploiting it for scientific discovery.
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